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Strategic Advantage

HeplerBroom is the Strategic Advantage at Every Level
Experienced lawyers, paralegals, and staff make HeplerBroom synonymous with compelling courtroom
advocacy, winning cases before, during, and after trial. We boast decades in the trenches, trying cases to
verdict in some of the most hotly contested jurisdictions in the country. We use this knowledge and
experience to maximize opportunities to resolve litigation.

We are master writers and oral advocates, marshalling the most persuasive arguments to narrow the
issues, shape the litigation, and win dispositive issues prior to trial. We best position each case for
alternative dispute resolution, combining creative thinking and well-reasoned arguments. We devise
and pursue strategies with our clients that drive early wins, avoiding the cost of protracted litigation.

View More

Our Litigators Do More Than Just Win Trials
When trial is necessary, our depth of skill is unsurpassed. We know the courts in which we practice.
Importantly, the judges and their staff as well as our opponents know us. They know our proven history
and reputation for principled, intelligent, committed, and creative advocacy for our clients. We are
trusted by the courts and our opponents to not only work hard for our clients’ interests, but also to be
fair and civil in and out of court.

Our appellate attorneys know how to preserve trial victories and overcome adverse rulings. Our
appellate attorneys have appeared before every appellate court in Missouri and Illinois and have
secured victories across a range of subject areas.

Our paralegals, support staff, and information technology teams understand the success we achieve as
a firm for our clients by being strategic in all aspects of litigation. Our staff and paralegals are trained
to leverage technology—in-house, cloud-based, and client-owned platforms—to provide efficient
support to lawyers, which maximizes the ability of the team overall to provide strategic advantages to
clients.

In short, our roster is a deep one—full of skilled litigators at the various levels of the litigation process,
from the pre-trial workup to trial and on to the appellate level. And it is this deep roster of talent and the
penchant for getting results that keeps clients returning to HeplerBroom.


